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Introduction 

The link between science, modernity and Western dominance is a persistent one in 
historiography and social sciences. Whereas traditionally a distinction has been drawn 
between, on one hand, oral and embodied knowledge and, on the other, written, abstract 
and theoretical knowledge, the standard account of the history of knowledge and 
communication within Europe (or Eurasia) can be summed up as a gradual shift from the 
former to the latter.1 As such, the encounter between Western and non-Western forms of 
communication and knowledge formation has been typically depicted as a confrontation in 
which the West eventually prevailed.2 Alternative accounts inevitably encounter the fact 
that Western science, whatever the influence from the periphery and so-called contact 
zones, did indeed become dominant. Anyone writing about this history, including 
postcolonial and subaltern scholars, are also writing from within it and thus face the 
challenge of writing a sort of self-reflexive meta-history, i.e., the history of how Western 
forms of knowledge became dominant.3   

In so doing one inevitably faces the near impossibility of distinguishing the circulation 
and transformation of knowledge from the justification of knowledge. Adopting new forms 
of knowledge always to at least some degree implies acceptance of this knowledge as 
legitimate. Postcolonial studies often address this, as do Science and Technology Studies 
(STS) and Actor Network Theory (ANT) in their attempts to better understand ‘science in 
action’ and the acceptance of ‘matters of fact’ as ‘objective’. Bruno Latour’s concept of 
‘immutable mobiles’ (or more precisely ‘immutable and combinable mobiles’) lies at the 
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crossroads of these two intellectual approaches. In this concept Latour referred to such 
techno-scientific objects as texts, schemes and illustrations which on the one hand are easy 
transportable (mobile) yet also retain key features of the knowledge inherent in them 
(immutable). Latour thus included ‘non-human’ elements (which in ANT are notoriously 
placed on the same level as human ones) while discarding the opposition between local and 
universal knowledge.4  
 The ingenuity of Latour’s concept is that it focuses on circulation and networks yet 
also allows for the growing abstraction and codification of knowledge in Western history 
which resulted from, among other things, literacy and the printing press. The traditional 
western versus non-western divide based on cognitive and cultural differences is replaced 
with the idea of ‘long distance control’ through accumulation of immutable mobiles in 
‘centres of calculation’.5 However, both conceptual terms remain targets of criticism. On the 
one hand, mobility is not necessarily confined to abstract and codified knowledge. As 
historians of migration and others have amply demonstrated, knowledge moved through 
migration.6 On the other hand, Kapil Raj and others have not only focussed on circulation 
and interaction, but have also qualified the immutability of knowledge in circulation.7 
Knowledge transforms when it is translated, adapted and appropriated in myriad local 
settings, such that circulation itself can come to be seen as a site of knowledge production. 
In short, the field of tension between abstraction and codification, on one hand, and the 
local and contingent, on the other, continues to raise conceptual issues.  
 One crucial question concerns the historical coming about of the ‘immutability’ of 
knowledge. Can this phenomenon be reduced to the proliferation of texts, plans, schemes, 
instruments and the like, or is there in fact a more profound epistemological shift involved? 
Earlier accounts have connected the shift from (residual) orality to a written and printed 
culture to abstract thinking, analytical reasoning, the primacy of visual perspectivism, and 
interiorized individuality.8 In the terminology of ANT, historical transformations include 
changes in how the human body and the human subject relate to objects in the context of 
networks. While the immutability cannot be confined to growing quantities of either codes 
on paper or of instruments and objects, a growing immutability can in theory also concern 
knowledge related to the human body and mind. Moreover, the political and the social are 
not ‘contexts’ in ANT but rather emerge from the network as well. The formation of 
knowledge – whether embodied or in the abstract – is inextricably connected to the 
formation of the collective. As such, the definition and circulation of knowledge should be 
examined as integral parts of the construction of collectives and communities (and vice 
versa) – including the way individuals or subjects relate to them.  
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As a start, these questions are perhaps best tackled by focusing on the European 
history of knowledge itself. Influenced in good part by STS Studies and ANT, historians have 
already explored the ‘construction’ of science and matters of fact as an ideological activity. 
One especially relevant example is Steven Shapin and Simon Schaffer’s magisterial Leviathan and 
the air-pump, which de-naturalized the experimental method as it became dominant in the 
seventeenth century, and as such has inspired subsequent works of numerous historians of 
science.9 These works have included analyses of the collective and communal character of 
knowledge and knowledge production. Historians have focussed on learned and intellectual 
milieus, including the ways in which social and cultural contexts influenced and determined 
how knowledge was constructed.10 To date, however, they have only hesitantly taken into 
account local ‘subalterns’, i.e., artisans and artists who cultivated and reproduced a type of 
embodied and, to a certain degree, local knowledge – with ‘ local’ understood as being tied 
to the social and material context – which differed significantly from the knowledge 
produced among ‘men of letters’.  

This paper will examine the intricate relationship between knowledge and 
community in a guild context (in early modern Europe) and how this relationship changed at 
the end of the ancien régime. I will proceed from the assumption that even historians of 
science and technology who have focused on the cross-overs and mergers between scientific 
and artisanal knowledge – and have attributed agency to artists and artisans in the coming 
about of the Scientific and Industrial Revolutions – often misapprehend practices related to 
the knowledge of early modern artisans.11 First, I will show that guild-based knowledge was 
related to ethico-political views on the nature of local ‘corpses’ (i.e., guilds and cities). The 
crucial product element for guild-based masters was intrinsic value, which they related (and 
guaranteed) by their political standing as urban freeman. This standing materialized through 
local institutions and practices such as the obligation of each master to be an urban citizen, 
to fulfill an apprenticeship term and to make a master piece. Second, I will reflect upon the 
decline of the guilds’ ethos and political clout and the relationship thereof with shifts in the 
nature of their products and the skills and knowledge involved. I will argue that the shift 
from intrinsic value to design, decoration and mass production was related to the guilds’ 
collective practices becoming discredited, and vice versa.  

My overall argument is thus that the epistemological and the socio-political were 
fundamentally related. While the growing rift between knowledge and urban communities 
were due to new ways of knowing and constructing truth, this epistemological perspective 
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should in turn be connected to the practical and political construction of communities and 
networks. Nor can the relationship of subjects to their social and material environment be 
isolated from this. As we will summarize in the last section of this paper, transformations on 
the level of the relationship between knowledge and community cannot be separated from 
changes in the relationship of subjects to knowledge – whether embodied or codified.  
 
The craft guilds’ local knowledge 

Historians of science and technology have recently focussed on the relationship between 
prescriptive and propositional knowledge. Using these concepts, Joel Mokyr has made a 
distinction between the hands-on, experimental knowledge of doers (knowing how to do 
something) and the insights into natural phenomena developed by scientists and 
philosophers (understanding how something works). For Mokyr, western exceptionalism can 
be explained in large part by the gradual rapprochement and eventual reciprocal fertilisation 
between these two knowledge systems, which are thought to have unleashed a type of 
Schumpeterian growth.12 Mokyr was criticized for adopting a Eurocentric view, yet the 
relationship between the hand and the mind – or between practical, experimental and 
hands-on skills on the one hand and theoretical and abstract knowledge on the other – is 
central in current research.13 Some scholars have adopted the concept of ‘circulation of 
knowledge’ in order to avoid conceptualising knowledge transfers as having been top-down 
or from core to periphery.14 Others have argued that the Scientific Revolution was to a large 
extent a bottom-up process in which artisans and artists played a major part. In this view, 
while the Scientific Revolution can be summarized as a shift from deductive reasoning 
towards observation and experimentation, both the realism developed by artists and the 
daily handling of matter by artisans are considered to have substantially contributed to this 
shift.15  

However, this is not to say that any difference between artisans and artists on the 
one hand and intellectuals and new philosophers on the other has become obsolete. While 
the mechanical arts appear to have increased in status in the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries,16 their subsequent evolution is very ambivalent. According to Pamela H. Smith, 
‘artisanal bodily experience was absorbed into the work of the natural philosopher at the 
same time that the artisan himself was excised from it.’17 Smith hints at a process in which 
the mechanical arts underwent a shift in which savoir-faire and skills became distinguished 
from the artisans’ personhood. In a way, this is how Enlightenment ideas towards the 
mechanical arts can be summarized. At first sight, it would seem that Enlightenment thinkers 
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stressed the importance of artisanal skills and the mechanical arts, yet closer inspection – of, 
among other things, the prints in the famous French Encyclopédie – suggests that the 
artisans who embodied these skills were equated with tools and instruments.18  

Adam Smith, in his diatribes against the guilds’ rules and monopolies, not only argued 
that lengthy apprenticeships were unnecessary because they hindered the application and 
employment of labour and skills at ones convenience; he also implied a division between 
ingenuity and invention on the one hand and the routinely manufacturing of artificalia on 
the other.  

 
‘Long apprenticeships are altogether unnecessary. The arts, which are much superior 
to common trades, such as those of making clocks and watches, contain no such 
mystery as to require a long course of instruction. The first invention of such 
beautiful machines, indeed, and even that of some of the instruments employed in 
making them, must, no doubt, have been the work of deep thought and long time, 
and may justly be considered as among the happiest efforts of human ingenuity. But 
when both have been fairly invented and are well understood, to explain to any 
young man, in the compleatest manner, how to apply the instruments and how to 
construct the machines, cannot well require more than the lessons of a few weeks: 
perhaps those of a few days might be sufficient.’19  
 
Thus, notwithstanding the high appreciation of the mechanical arts in the eighteenth 

century, manufacturing artisans were regarded as lacking talent and ingenuity.20 However, 
we should not a priori approach this via Enlightenment concepts of talent and emulation – in 
short, through the lens of meritocratic ideas – rather, we should try to understand the 
manufacturing artisans’ own sensitivities. In the following pages I will argue that a crucial 
ideological dimension of the artisans’ embodied skills had in fact become obsolete during 
this period. This dimension becomes visible when focusing upon the artisans’ guilds (at least 
in the case of so-called strong guilds in which the manufacturing masters themselves held 
control) and how they organized apprenticeships, regulated product quality and expressed 
their collective identity.  

From an economic point of view, all early modern guilds faced the challenge of 
producing or attracting a competitive amount of technical knowledge and skills.21 Urban 
authorities and guilds were typically eager to welcome and attract masters and journeymen 
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who brought with them new and up-to-date technical knowledge and skills. Resourceful 
immigrants were offered free burghership, infrastructure accommodations, tax exemptions 
and waivers from civic duties, etc.22 In this vein, migrating artisans can be seen as a type of 
‘immutable mobiles’. As newcomers, they were expected to actively transfer their 
knowledge of techniques and products to local youth; such transfer was often a condition 
for their inclusion in the guild and for the facilities offered.23  

However, guilds almost invariably also organized apprenticeship systems. It was 
generally not sufficient that apprentices conclude a contract with a master and then pay an 
entrance fee to the guild. An apprentice who wished to become a master usually had to train 
for a specific number of years and make a master piece. The knowledge passed to the 
apprentice during this apprenticeship period was, to a certain extent, local. This is apparent 
from the master test, which consisted mostly of making a product sold regularly on the local 
market.24 Moreover, during his term the apprentice became accustomed to local standards, 
norms and values which were often difficult to distinguish from skills. Labour, of course, has 
always had a moral dimension connected to the love of the product and, more prosaically, to 
the taste of consumers. In the case of guild-based artisans, however, there was an extra 
dimension, in that guilds typically guaranteed the intrinsic value of their products, i.e., the 
value of the raw materials used.25  

In contrast to what is often assumed, the guilds did not guarantee a sufficiently high 
skill level, but rather the honesty of the artisans – a moral quality. As is well known, craft 
guilds typically held a monopoly (their privilege) over production and sale of a specific 
cluster of products in a particular place (usually a city). This privilege was politically and 
morally justified by the claim that the products made within the guild (or the city, which 
theoretically amounted to the same) were superior in that the customer was not cheated by 
use of inferior basic materials. As such, the guilds’ regulatory system was geared towards a 
dimension of product quality that was invisible to the naked eye: such quality would have 
included the alloy and purity of metal wares, the origin and quality of leather, the type of 
wood, etc. While the guilds’ rules carefully prescribed product standards and control and 
sanction mechanisms such as workshop inspections and the obligation to have finished 
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products checked, the quality of the product was communicated to customers through hall 
marks. These marks were typically collective, although they were often accompanied by 
individual (master) marks (and marks referring to the inspectors), so as to trace possible 
fraudulent masters.26 In this vein, artisanal knowledge was to a large extent local (or 
particular) and implied familiarity with local standards, customs, and tastes. 

Moreover, the local dimension of knowledge should not be understood solely from 
an economic perspective. Standardization is easily connected to the economic need for 
niche products and customer loyalty, yet for the artisans there was more involved here than 
just economic efficiency. First, the status of master was often conditional upon his 
membership in the city as a political community. In order to become a master one typically 
had to be, or become, a burgher to the city in question; this implied a political and moral 
commitment to the city and included an oath pledged in public.27 Immigrating artisans who 
were granted privileges often committed themselves to training local youth, thus linking 
their professional knowledge to the local urban context.28 Second, guild-based artisans 
linked their skills and trustworthiness to the urban context through specific rituals and visual 
culture. Their blazons, coats of arms and paintings typically featured their instruments and 
products alongside their patron saints and other religious elements. These references to 
their work and products were made visible in public processions and parades and by hanging 
them in the guilds’ chapels, above the altars or (for coats of arms) outside their homes and 
halls.29 All this suggests that for guild-based artisans skills had an important moral and 
political dimension intimately tied to the local (urban) context. Per Latour’s theory, their 
bodies cannot be seen as conveying immutable knowledge.  

 
The disappearance of the artisans’ corps 

To put it differently, it is not sufficient to argue that the skills of manufacturing artisans were 
embodied. Learning was essentially a matter of both learning by doing and imitating a 
superior; and skills were very much rooted in the bodies of the artisans. Books, plans, 
schemes, recipes and the like were of minor importance for these artisans. But, the artisans’ 
physical bodies should not be reduced to instruments or conveyors of skills, as has been 
customary since the Enlightenment. Following the revelatory ideas of Pamela Smith, I am 
inclined to afford more credit to the religious context in which these artisans worked. Smith 
has compared the attitude of artisans towards materiality with the approach of sixteenth-
century scientists such as Paracelsus. According to Paracelsus, knowledge resulted not from 
reason but from a fusion of the divine powers of both matter and the human body and 
soul.30 Due to God being present in everything that was created, science (‘scientia’) was in a 
way inherent within these things themselves. Applied to artisans, this meant that artificialia 
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not unlike naturalia can be seen as deriving their value from their relationship with ‘the Book 
of Nature’ or the wonders of the universe, rather than from human dexterity or virtuosity as 
we understand it today.31 As Smith cleverly observes, the approach of a gold- or silversmith 
in the seventeenth century did not differ fundamentally from an alchemist’s.32  

Ultimately, manufacturing can be seen as the encounter of two religiously and 
morally charged ‘bodies’: the body of the artisan and that of the matter he worked with. Not 
coincidentally, guilds were traditionally organized according to the raw materials central to 
each profession. Typically, shoemakers were clustered with tanners, carpenters with cabinet 
makers, and so forth. While this could at first sight be explained by business-related 
networking or the need for regulations spanning the various groups within a single sector, 
the history of the nomenclature related to labour and professions suggests otherwise. 
Historians have identified a shift, in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, from basic 
materials to production techniques and the use of products as the prime organizing principle 
underlying guild membership.33 

Nor it is sufficient to note that artisanal skills were collective. The social and collective 
nature of skills alone does not explain the presence of the artisans’ bodies in the public 
sphere. The artisans’ skills and bodies were not only represented in public but were 
physically present as well. This is evidenced by the idealized images of labour and craft 
presented by artists such as Jost Amman in sixteenth-century Germany and the Luiken 
brothers in the Dutch Republic. Their engravings and prints typically depict the labour 
process as being situated at the front of the home, with doors and windows open. 
Customers and passers-by are often pictured peering inside the work space; likewise, parts 
of the city are often  discernible, and thus these images suggest a close link between labour 
and the urban context in both a symbolical and material sense.34  

To be sure, this could to a certain degree be explained from an economic perspective. 
Working in the front of one’s home was often obligatory for artisans, in order to prevent 
fraud and moonlighting. But the presence of manual labour in the public realm was also part 
of a corporative culture in which artisans demonstrated their skills and honour in public. Like 
artisans, who made their masters’ tests in public or semi-public spaces and who worked in 
visual spaces, rhetoricians also physically demonstrated their abilities and eloquence (itself 
partly physical) in public forums, on the occasions of competitions and contests.35 It would 
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thus seem that the presence of the body was not an instrumental one, but rather one part of 
a culture or ideology in which bodily metaphors (corps de métiers, corporations, etc.) related 
to the body of Christ were part of daily life.36  

That historians have so often failed to recognize this dimension may be due to its 
subsequent evolution. This moral and religiously charged link between raw materials, the 
artisan’s body and the city as a political body gradually disappeared from about the mid-
seventeenth century on. This is revealed especially clearly by a superficial visual scanning of 
eighteenth-century prints and images of the labour process and crafts, such as the print 
collection L’art du Potier d’Étain from the French pewterer Pierre-Augustin Salmon37 or the 
French Encyclopédie. In sharp contrast to sixteenth- and seventeenth-century images, 
artisans are depicted here in closed spaces and in environments dominated by instruments 
and machines. The public, urban environment has vanished, and the artisans’ bodies are less 
pronounced in these images.38 However, what was at stake was neither a shift from people 
to machines nor the simple increase in specialisation and division of labour; it was rather the 
human body becoming subject to the same laws of nature as were machines. To quote one 
anecdote: While efforts were being undertaken to produce a disciplined workforce through 
an idealized work place, the renowned entrepreneur Josiah Wedgewood in 1782 advised 
James Watt to handle and manage his own body like ‘any other machine under your 
direction’.39  

Concurrently, intrinsic value appears to have become less important in the 
appreciation of products. Jan de Vries, widely cited among historians studying material 
culture and changing consumer preferences, has postulated a shift from intrinsic value (in 
so-called old luxuries, typically manufactured within a guild context) and to design and 
decoration (new luxuries) being the important element for the value of products.40 As a 
result, the guilds’ hallmarks, rules and discourses lost credibility for policy makers and 
customers alike. But, given the simultaneous disappearance of the material and political 
context of the city, we should again be wary not to reduce this to an economic issue. The 
materiality of both raw materials and the social context appears to have declined, yet the 
bodies of the artisans would seem to have become objectified – or, perhaps, transformed 
into ‘immutable mobiles’.  

To date, the eventual abolition of the guilds has been attributed to either the 
economic strategies of large merchants and entrepreneurs operating outside the guild frame 
or the political strategies of administrators and policy makers of central and territorial 
states. In both cases, Enlightenment thinking serves as an important backdrop, albeit absent 
any thorough understanding of why French physiocrates and Scottish political philosophers 
were so profoundly opposed to the guilds. Typically a distinction is drawn between the 
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guilds’ ‘trade secrets’, which were to be made public or, rather, made subject to the invisible 
hand according to the guilds’ opponents. Similarly, rules related to apprenticeship (as a 
prerequisite of mastership) were abolished, so as to allow everyone to work where one’s 
talents were best remunerated.41  

However, these ideas may well be the result of misunderstanding the guilds’ 
sensitivities regarding technical knowledge and skills. The artisans were opposed not to the 
use of machines but to the reduction of their own bodies into machines. While in the view of 
intellectual elites, knowledge and skills are already reified and instrumentalized, for guild-
based artisans, they were part of their political and religious identity and related to the value 
of ‘matter’. Consequently, the eventual decline of the guilds can be adequately understood 
only when including both the politico-ideological dimension of skills (and the human body) 
and sensitivities related to the materiality of products. On the shop floor and in economic 
practice, the disappearance of the guilds proceeded in a myriad of activities in which the 
guilds’ rules concerning intrinsic value were circumvented. Instead of buying products from 
masters, merchants employed journeymen, apprentices or masters themselves, thereby 
trespassing on the production terrain reserved for masters. In so doing, entrepreneurs used 
hall marks obtained from deceased masters’ widows or sold products, without hall marks, 
made by illegal workers; while retailers sold products made outside the guild framework and 
started to strike their own marks.42  

What these strategies had in common is that the link between intrinsic value and the 
political body of the artisan had vanished. On a daily level of economic practice, it became 
increasingly difficult to guard and cultivate the links between the inherent qualities of the 
raw material used and the identity of the artisan – if only because of the proliferation of 
products which combined different sorts of raw materials, such as earthen pots with tin lids 
and leather shoes with silver buckles.43  
 
Towards an epistemological approach? 

In my idea, then, the decline of the guilds is part of a wider cultural and ideological 
transformation in post-renaissance Europe. In recent decades, historians have thoroughly 
revised their views on the guilds’ regulations. While such regulations were traditionally seen 
as having hindered progress and the development of the free market, they are now 
understood as having added to economic efficiency. Under the strong influence of new 
institutional economics, economic historians now argue that guilds lowered transaction 
costs by solving information asymmetries and defining property rights. The former was done 
through their hall marks and rules related to product quality; the latter refers to, among 
other things, the guilds' privileges as a type of patent.  While this may be correct to a certain 
degree, the paradoxical net result is that is has become even more difficult to explain why 
the guilds vanished within a timespan of decades.  

Should the disappearance of the artisans’ ‘corporations’ and the reduction of their 
‘corpses’ to a sophisticated robot be explained through the changing nature of the skills 
needed in a new economic and technological context? At first sight, this context appears to 
have changed more slowly and later than the chronology of the guilds’ decline would 
presuppose. While the first industrial revolution was a very limited process in terms of scope 
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and chronology – most sectors experienced very few technical shifts before the end of the 
nineteenth century44 – the guilds were generally abolished around 1800 and had become 
discredited decades earlier.  

Between the sixteenth and the eighteenth centuries there may have been less visible 
transformations which prepared for the guilds’ decline. On the one hand, there may have 
been processes of de-skilling, as a result of processes of specialization and a premature 
division of labour. In-depth research of master pieces and apprenticeship contracts reveals 
that from at least the sixteenth century on some apprentices learned only particular 
elements of the trade, even within one guild.45 On the other hand, however, a more 
synthetic type of thought and transversal knowledge may have gradually become required.46 
Both product innovation (e.g., products which crossed the borders between guilds because 
different raw materials were involved in their production) and growing clusters of 
production (including subcontracting) may have resulted in the convergence of skills and 
‘technological interrelatedness’.47 Artisans who devised and designed new products and 
organized production networks may thus have experienced and embodied a certain 
‘réduction en art’, in which schematic and abstract thinking substituted for the contingent, 
hands-on and implicit knowledge of artisans.48  

Moreover, there are indications that artisans gradually began to use more books and 
recipes. While prospective merchants typically learned languages and accounting through 
textbooks and in private schools, artisan learning typically happened at the worksite and 
through practice. Until the sixteen century, most manufacturing artisans did not use books 
and recipes, except perhaps for models and model books (which were often brought from 
Italy) used in luxury trades and art workshops.49 In the course of the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries, however, books may have gradually become more commonly used 
among artisans. Textile dyers, for instance, concluded apprenticeship contracts before a 
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notary and the contracts referenced transfer of written recipes. Some of these recipes were 
written by artisans or were at least addressed directly to artisans.50 
 As such, some artisans may have gradually incorporated more abstract and 
theoretical types of knowledge. Such a scenario accords with the ideas of Joel Mokyr, who 
has proposed the gradual merging of prescriptive and propositional knowledge. Given that 
propositional knowledge could circulate more easily and apart from the human body 
(through plans, schemes and written texts, etc.), this could explain why the local nature of 
skills and the embodied nature of knowledge withered. However, we should again be careful 
not to reduce this state of affairs to either changing economic and technological 
circumstances or the proliferation of texts and objects which contained immutable 
knowledge. The transformations which concern us here include changes in how knowledge is 
contained in the human mind and body and how both knowledge and the human subject 
relate to the material and social environment (including texts, instruments, and products, 
but also the city as a political and moral community).   
 According to Adam Smith, ‘(t)he improved dexterity of a workman may be considered 
in the same light as a machine or instrument of trade which facilitates and abridges labour, 
and which, though it costs a certain expense, repays that expense with a profit.’51 Skills are 
entirely commodified here, subject to the same laws as other factors of production. As a 
consequence, the local context of both the use and acquisition no longer mattered (only 
market factors did). The guild officials themselves, however, continued to be very much 
concerned about where skills were acquired. In the Southern Netherlands, systems of 
reciprocal freeing existed, in which a network of cities (or guilds within these cities) agreed 
on acknowledging each other’s apprenticeship systems. An immigrant from Brussels who 
fulfilled his apprenticeship term there was thus exempt from apprenticeship when arriving in 
Antwerp and could immediately undertake the master’s test. What counted here was not 
that a newcomer had learned, in which case a certificate of his master would have sufficed, 
but that he had learned in a guild context.52 If the ideological context had not mattered, 
even the local master’s test would certainly have been sufficient.  

From at least the end of the seventeenth century, this system grew obsolete, partly 
because the guild officials became distrustful of immigrating entrepreneurs – who had 
myriad of strategies to circumvent the system. In the long run, guilds even started to define 
immigrants differently from about mid-seventeenth century on. In the Antwerp guild of the 
diamond cutters, among others, ‘foreign’ no longer referred to ‘originating from outside the 
duchy of Brabant’ but to ‘originating from outside Antwerp’. While this could simply be 
understood as a growing exclusiveness, things would seem to have been more complex. The 
Antwerp coopers started to distinguish native and foreign apprentices from 1646 on. 
Concerning the masters, however, a distinction emerged between those who had learned in 
Antwerp and those who had learned elsewhere.53 Guild boards thus appear to have 
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substituted the local urban context for the broader corporative context. In so doing, they 
reacted against the inroads in the corporative system from administrators and policymakers 
at the central level (in Brussels), who were very much influenced by French physiocratic and 
Enlightenment thinking. Before they started to remove the guilds’ entry requirements 
altogether, they granted ‘dispensations of apprenticeship’ to immigrant entrepreneurs – 
thereby abolishing the link between skills and local environment the guilds had forged.  

Underneath the laissez-faire discourse one can thus find implicit ideas in which 
embodied skills had become reified and isolated from the physical person and the social 
context. While current historiography connects this to the emergence of meritocratic ideas, 
there may be more at stake. In my view, it is also related to changing views on product 
quality which may, in turn, be related to epistemological shifts. This is perhaps best 
illustrated by the guilds’ hall marks. Collective quality marks in the seventeenth century 
typically merged three types of references: reference to an individual master was often 
contained within a mark which referenced both the city (as a political body) and intrinsic 
value (as something material). Finished products in the Antwerp pewter industry, for 
instance, were often stamped with an image of the Antwerp fortress. This quality mark 
referred to the intrinsic value of the piece (the origin and purity of the tin) but also 
encompassing the master’s initials. Another typical sign in this sector was the Tudor Rose, 
which referred to the English origin of the tin used but also included references to both the 
master (usually his initials) and the coat of arms of the city (such as an image of the Antwerp 
hand).54 In the nineteenth century, however, this visual connection between artisan, city and 
intrinsic value had disappeared. Product marks referred to firms and family business apart 
from references to locality (such as ‘made in…’) and references to intrinsic value (like ‘English 
blocktin’). The connection between product quality and the political ‘quality’ of the artisans 
had thus become obsolete. 

While this discursive transformation set in long before the abolition of the guilds 
(which in the Southern Netherlands took place in 1795), it may have been part of a broad 
and fundamental epistemological shift. In the ‘objectification’ of product quality, references 
to intrinsic value and the status of the artisan were replaced with either an external 
discourse on product quality in  trade cards, catalogues, leaflets, and the like, or a fashion 
system in which product value was the result of the product’s place among other products. 
In my view, this is reminiscent of Michel Foucault’s rupture between the Renaissance 
episteme and the classical episteme, which he situated around the mid-seventeenth 
century.55 Until the first half of the seventeenth century, knowledge was accessible directly 
through words and things, which were considered to contain the ultimate religious truth (as 
if God had left his ‘signature’ on each of them during Creation). The fundamental principle 
was resemblance: things and words resembled what they meant, so as  money meant 
wealth in economic theory because it resembled wealth.  

At first sight, it may seem farfetched to link this episteme to intrinsic value, but 
besides a striking chronological overlap there are also interesting similarities between the 
subsequent classical episteme and both fashion as a new system and the new modes of 
communicating about product quality. According to Foucault, during the course of the 
seventeenth century truth stopped being arrived at through ‘resemblance’. Knowledge was 
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no longer produced through the interpretation of God’s signs but rather came about through 
man-made orders of signs. Basically, the principles of similitude and resemblance were 
replaced by the principle of comparison and difference. The value, meaning and identity of 
objects resulted from 1) ordering them and visually observing differences and 2) discourses 
in which thoughts and ideas are represented. Either way, resemblance was substituted with 
representation as a basic principle, as a result of which money could ‘represent’ wealth apart 
from its intrinsic value in economic theory and practice.56  

From this perspective, the end of the ancien régime did bring about a new 
classificatory system in which a society of orders was replaced with a meritocratic order 
because of technological, economic or political transformations.57 Yet, these transformations 
were themselves embedded in an epistemic shift in which the value and meaning of both 
products and producers had become the result of external systems of meaning. In 
Enlightenment discourse, rules related to product quality were unnecessary because 
customers could assess product quality themselves.58 While in economic terms this 
evolution has been called a shift from an ‘économie de l’offre’ to an ‘économie de la 
demande’59, it should be noted that the latter presupposes a Cartesian subject who attaches 
meaning and value to an object visually and autonomously. In the same vein, meaning and 
value are attached to labour and skills, whereas the persons embodying them have become 
detached from both their products and the political, ideological and religious context in 
which they work. As such, the decline of the guilds can easily be linked to Bruno Latour’s 
‘purification process,’ in which matter became dead and passive, subject only to the laws of 
nature and the rational and visual observation of individuals, while subjects created the 
myth of being detached from the fetishizing effects of objects.60  

 
Preliminary conclusions  

Essentially, the nature of knowledge communities depends on the nature of knowledge and 
the technology by which it can be shared. While this is clearly the case with open-source 
software, the medieval and early modern guilds can also be addressed from this perspective, 
although it is not sufficient to say that the artisan’s skills were embodied, or particular (in 
contrast to being abstract and universal). Guild-based artisans also connected a social and 
communal dimension to their skills. Technical knowledge could circulate in embodied form 
through migration, but was always tied to the local context through apprenticeship and 
rituals. While newcomers had to prove their familiarity with local standards and quality, the 
link between knowledge and community was forged in face-to-face interactions and on-site 
learning. Skills were thus local and collective, unlike today, when knowledge communities 
can be forged, for example, through the internet.  
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The next question, then, is how to frame this with current conceptual tools such as 
particular versus universal, or immutable versus mobile. To start with, the guilds’ attitudes 
and sensitivities cannot be reduced to privileges, standardization, and trade secrets, as 
Enlightenment thinking had it. What changed at the end of the ancien régime was not the 
direct result of laissez-faire economics and technological transformations. Nor can it be 
summarized through the proliferation of immutable mobiles such as texts and instruments. 
Looking at it through the lenses of STS and ANT, it becomes clear that both transformations 
were part of a deeper rift in which the perception of both codified knowledge and the 
embodiment of knowledge in the human mind and body  transformed; this transformation 
was itself a result of broader epistemological transformations in which changing attitudes 
towards skills, changing consumer preferences and changing intellectual and political 
sensitivities were connected. 

The technical knowledge of guild-based artisans themselves was part of a collective 
identity and habitus, in which their bodies and skills had a political and religious dimension. 
What changed at the end of the ancien régime was not only the knowledge acquired and 
used by artisans, but the very nature of knowledge, including the knowledge inherent in 
human minds and bodies. What ultimately emerges is not only a type of useful knowledge in 
which the distinction between prescriptive and propositional knowledge has disappeared, 
but also the superiority of intellectual labour over manual and embodied labour. Moreover, 
both intellectual and manual labour became, in a way, delocalized. In the guilds’ discursive 
practices, the local character of the masters’ skills was predicated upon the ‘intrinsic value’ 
of both matter and the body of the artisan, which were linked to the city in a material as well 
as symbolical way. The Scientific Revolution and Enlightenment thinking changed this, in that 
they induced processes in which the masters’ skilled bodies became a type of tools or 
instruments (rather than political ‘corpses’). While technical knowledge became increasingly 
written down and skills gradually included schematic planning and design, the body of the 
artisan experienced a process of abstraction, alienation, and objectification.  

Linking this to the great divergence and Western dominance, it would seem that the 
concept of immutable mobiles needs further theorization. What differentiates western from 
non-western knowledge formations is that the former have the shape of a network 
‘transporting back and forth immutable mobiles to act at a distance’. As a consequence, 
Latour actually substitutes the ability to form networks and make allies for the cognitive and 
cultural factors of Western dominance – allies not to be understood in a geo-political sense, 
but including such technoscientific (non-human) actants as maps, navigation instruments, 
collections, and innumerable kinds of texts.61 The subsequent question is how to relate this 
to the historical process of abstraction and disenchantment in European or Western history. 
My findings suggest that a careful return to both the historical sociology of Weber and the 
archaeology of knowledge of Foucault could be worthwhile. While the alienation and 
objectification of the human body is reminiscent to Weber’s and others’ ‘disenchantment of 
the world’, the approach to skills and labour by Enlightenment thinkers may fit Foucault’s 
idea’s about discipline. Last but not least, Latour’s ideas on purification processes may be 
interesting as well. Combining, in a way, Weber’s disenchantment and Foucault’s episteme 
approach, they nicely summarize the changing subject-object formations experienced by the 
guild-based artisans examined in this article.  
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